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Five uneasy pieces: history may not tell us what it once did
Challenges ahead include interpreting familiar data in an undoubtedly
new context: corporate profits (& tax breaks); signals from LIBOR v. OIS;
catching the drivers of coming FOMC moves; a new trend (?) in domestic consumption; & new data on trade.
March sales tax collections came in below expectations in aggregate, but that was
driven by a number of small misses. Percent increases in states benefitting from the
upswing in energy extraction were about twice the increases in states that didn’t.

A new American exceptionalism? The decline in the percentage of prime-age workers
in the US labor force, by definition not driven by retiring baby boomers, runs against
the trend in most of the world. This is our special problem.

The spike in the gap between the US$ LIBOR rate and Overnight Interest Swap rate
perhaps should spur worry about the rise in US corporate debt levels, something
we’ve long detailed, not an impending recession, although of course they are linked.

In this long slow cycle it’s hard to determine where we hit “late,” but if we’re anywhere
near there, here’s something else for the history books: after tax profits rising into an
aging cycle.

No matter how you break them out, retail sales have been slowing. Here too, there
are explanations beyond cycles: more income going to those less likely to spend, low
inflation, and an hurricane inspired surge in late summer and early fall.
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Five uneasy pieces: history may not tell us what it once did
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leads them to conclude that nominal income
inequality that has risen owing to trade in the
last decades, was not mitigated by changes
in import prices across income groups. This
is pretty specific information, but it underscores how much more complicated the
debate should be.
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lation is restricted to prime-age workers.

Of course, the participation rate includes the
officially unemployed (that is, those looking
actively for work) along with the employed,
and the U.S. has a lower unemployment rate
than Canada and France (though not Germany and Japan). But the weak standing of the
U.S. holds up, as the top graph on p. 5 shows,
if you look at employment/population ratios
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(the full 28 countries, not the 19 in the euroit’s even more striking.
zone).
Time was when Americans used to deride
the European job market as a torpid thing.
But now the derision can come from the
other direction, as the graph above shows.
(The data source is the OECD.) U.S. participation fell below Germany’s in 1997; below
Canada’s in 1998; and below Japan’s in 2007.
(It’s lagged France for the entire history of
the graph.) And aging populations can’t be
blamed here: the U.S. has the lowest median
age of the countries graphed, and the popu-

We’ll be publishing a short piece on participation rates and wage measures next week.

out for the long haul?
Truck drivers are supposed to disappear
someday soon, to be replaced by robots, but
right now they’re in short supply, as Gillian
Tett reported in a recent column in the Financial Times. Capacity utilization is said to
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be around 100%, 15 points above where it
was at the start of the decade and 7 above its
long-term average. The producer price index
for the industry is up 6% over the last year.
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crack in those first months of training. It all
makes you wonder if the fees aren’t the true
prize, with AI in the wings.
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risk spreads: balanced news

A spike in the gap between the three-month
U.S. dollar LIBOR rate
and the Overnight Indexed Swap, to a level
not seen since the crisis
days of 2009, caused
worry to spread about
declining credit quality,
though that alarm was
countered with claims
that the culprit was
structural changes in
bank funding and not
something dire. Part of
the reason for a rise in
LIBOR may be that after the recent tax reAnd not only are wages not rising to alleviform, corporations are no longer sheltering
ate the driver shortage—as Tett points out,
profits abroad
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in bank bonds—
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and burn” situation for both the male drivers,
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year ago and very close to their pre-crisis
drivers, both of whom often fall through the
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pretax profits for nonfinancial corporations
averages. The BoA–Merrill High Yield inin 2017Q4. That’s not unprecedented. But
dex, which isn’t graphed, is 150bps below its
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the corporate kind is only beginning to get
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broader attention (though we’ve been worrylong-term averages. If, as the Congressional
ing about it consistently for years).
Budget Office projects, 10-year Treasuries
rise towards 4.0% and over over the next
Interest payments accounted for 23.3% of
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couple of years, and risk premia merely reMonday’s retail numbers
turn to their averages, Baa rates should rise
from 4.6% now to around 6.4%. Assuming no
Headline retail sales have been negative for
increase in debt levels (relative to profits) and
three months in a row (though revisions
a normal recessionary profit decline, the debt
could change this). Such streaks are quite
service bite on corporate cash flow could
rare, and rarer still outside recessions. Since
rise if not to peaks seen in 1990 and 2001,
the modern retail series began in 1992, there
then to the neighborhood seen in 1982 and
have been nine instances of three-month
2009. (The reason 2009’s figure wasn’t higher
negative streaks in headline retail (including
is that the distress was concentrated in the
the current one); just five of them (out of 312
financial sector, which is excluded from this
months) have occurred outside recessions
analysis.) You have to wonder if rates this
(assuming we’re not in one). The previous
low are adequate
instances, working
compensation for 12%
profit rate, nonfinancial corporations
backwards, were
risks.
in 2015, 2012,

profitability
up, but

10%
8%

before tax
6%

2002, and 2000.
The last was as
the 1990s bubble
was leaking; the
second-to-last
was part of a jobless recovery; and
the first two are
part of this newest
economy, where a
lot of old rules of
thumb have to be
sent back to the
shop.

Speaking of corporate profits, we
4%
didn’t get to run
our usual profafter tax
2%
itability graph in
the last financial
0%
accounts review
1952 1960 1968 1976 1984 1992 2000 2008 2016
because the NIPA
figures weren’t
out yet. They are now, and the results are
graphed on p. 7.
As we all know far too well, this is a very
noisy series, but any way you look at the
Pretax profitability—profits with IVA and
trends, they are weakening. Overall, including
CCAdj divided by the value of the tanginoisy automobiles and largely price-driven
ble capital stock—was unchanged at 5.8%
gasoline sales, the most recent three-month
for the third consecutive quarter. It’s been
ran at -0.1%, down -1.2pps from the prior
around this level for two years. But thanks to
three month’s +1.2%. Taking out only autos
a decline in the effective tax rate to 19.7%—a
the most recent three months were +0.1%,
record low, beating previous lows of 20.0%
nice to see a positive sign, but that’s down
set in 2008 and 2015—the after-tax rate rose
0.9pps from the prior three months. Excludfrom 4.5% to 4.7%. Both are well below their
ing gasoline as well, over the most recent
2010–2014 highs, but the revenue code is
three months sales were unchanged, which
only beginning to flatter after-tax profits,
is 1.1pps below the prior three months.
even as the economic cycle matures.
The six-month trends look better, with all
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tranches up 0.4pp from the prior six months.
Sales tax receipts were strong in February. In
fact they were edging toward what would
have been considered expansionary mode
before the 2001 and 2008 recessions. That
makes us suspect something in Monday’s report might show an improvement, perhaps a
revision. The three-month negative streak we
mentioned at the beginning of this section
may just be payback for the vigorous spending of late summer and early fall 2017, which
may have been driven above trend by storm
recovery efforts. And the stronger stream of
income flowing to the upper deciles with
their lower propensity to spend may be in
there too.
We expect March sales to come in at +0.1%
overall, -0.1% excluding automobiles, and
+0.1% excluding gasoline as well. Recent
data, and indeed much economic thinking,
outlines an economy that perhaps should be
evaluated with more lenient metrics.
—Philippa Dunne & Doug Henwood
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